Corporate AV

For designers, creative tools have been limited to mortar, steel and glass.

With the new development in outdoor and indoor video display technology you can now make a building or area come alive with vivid video images. This can range from cladding a complete building with LED strips to a video wall in a company’s foyer.

To this we can add intelligent lighting creating a dynamic and exhilarating experience.

Corporate Image

In the world of branding, perception is reality; and where better to convey the success, the dynamism and the future focus of your brand than on your home turf.

By bringing the latest display technology to the entrance hall or lobby of your corporate headquarters, you’re sure to make a long-lasting impression on your visitors.

Outdoor displays

Make your building come alive by utilising high brightness LED (light emitting diodes) to get your message to millions. This can be a cooling tower or a corporate head office.

The images can change by the second, either still or moving pictures can be seen from kilometres away. The high efficiency LED technology makes it energy friendly and a building can be lit up at minimal power consumption.
Indoor Displays

Light up any dull shopping centre with dynamic LED screens being for entertainment, advertising or to change the mood of the environment.

We use different types of technologies ranging from LED strips and panels to projection and LCD displays to provide a unique experience and solution for any situation.